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Dear readers,
The Automechanika in
Frankfurt is already
casting its shadow. This is
clear when looking
through this issue. We
would be very pleased if
you visit us at the industry
highlight in the Frankfurt
city. Please note this infor-
mation: Hall 8, Stand E 50
- we have some very
interesting new develop-
ments in store for you.
You, as a reader of our
company magazine, know
that the best products
themselves are never
good enough for us - the-
refore we have also
equipped our steering
wheel balance RNW 2009
with a new system for
data transmission. Also in
the area Distronic
Adjustment improvements
have been made.

Enjoy yourselves while
reading

Yours Werner Rogg 

www.romess.de

A solution for
every vehicle

Which adapter do you need? - ROMESS CEO Werner Rogg has for each vehicle the appropriate adapters.

For every pot there is a lid, this is what they
say - For every vehicle there is guaranteed
an adapter which fits when using the stead-
fast brake maintenance devices from
ROMESS. 
"With our variety of adapters for not only

common but also for exotic models we dif-
ferentiate ourselves from our competitors,
"says ROMESS CEO Werner Rogg.
Therefore, the ROMESS brand is in
demand not only in quality-conscious speci-
alist workshops, but also everywhere where

cars, that not many drive, are worked on.
"For converted vehicles and foreign brands
the standardization does not always match,
"says Werner Rogg. Standard adapters do
not fit on the reservoir tank; a brake service
is therefore not possible. ROMESS users do
not have such problems. "We cover the
world market of vehicles," says Rogg, cur-
rently 230 adapters. Over the past four deca-
des, Werner Rogg figures that about 780
adapters have been offered for the different
makes and models.
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RNW 2009

Workshop professionals appreciate the
advantages of a ROMESS steering
wheel balance RNW 2009: Accordingly
the steering wheel can be reliably and
easily brought into the correct zero posi-
tion. This saves time and money when a
vehicle as a result of repair or as a result
of a complaint in driving behavior, or due
to a faulty running wear of the tire must
be checked.
Without steering wheel balance a com-

plex repeat alignment is required - the
customer must pay, and is therefore not
very happy with his workshop. Working
with the RNW 2009 keeps the motorist
well disposed. With the help of the sup-
porting device with four roll stoppers, the
unit is held in proper position in the dia-

meter of the inside of the steering wheel.
Now the absolute data is displayed
directly and transferred (via key pres-
sing) in the wheel alignment. For this,
the wheel alignment requires special
optional software.
Up to now, this data transfer was made
via Bluetooth. Now the RNW 2009
works with a wireless transmission. This
has the advantage that the measured
data is transmitted extremely fail-safe. In
addition, the range is greater than that of
Bluetooth herein. "Herewith we have
improved this product, "says ROMESS
CEO Werner Rogg. He is particularly
proud of the self-developed radio recei-
ver, which is much more powerful than a
standard receiver.
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Master 
dependability
"The EU Commission must not
question a master's certificate as
a professional access for promo-
ting a career. "The Central
Association of German automo-
tive industry (ZDK) cleared this
topic during the event of the
European elections.

Also orderly 
According to a recent decision of
the Federal Supreme Court
(BGH) in April 2014 it is eligible
for the Manufacturer fundamen-
tally not only an extraordinary
dismissal of a service partner
agreement, but also an orderly
dismissal into consideration - if a
"rational individual case" exists. 

Recertified 
Once again, the TÜV Thüringen
has recertified ROMESS by the
industrial standard DIN EN ISO
9001:2008. This certifies that the
company has a high standard in
the execution of quality manage-
ment. "This quality management
system in our company is based
on steady performance improve-
ment" says Heinz König, respon-
sible for quality management at
ROMESS.

INFO

The steering wheel balance RNW 2009 Wireless (recognized by the antenna; see yellow arrow): The measurement
data transmits with highest reliability from the vehicle to the measuring computer.

ROMESS: Recertified.

Absolutely 
shock resistant
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Specially designed for use in econo-
mic distance cruise control, which
are mostly installed in middle-class
vehicles or commercial vehicles,
ROMESS has brought the clever
adjustment device ROMESS 09807-
10, for the Distronic Plus distance
and cruise control on the market -
Economical as well as easy to hand-
le. This solution is now also available
with a reflector.

Favorable
variant?
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PremiumLine

BusinessLine

EcoLine

The best that the market has to offer. For
users who need a "continuous runner" for
their workshop.

Proven ROMESS technology at attractive
conditionsdesigned to appeal workshop
professionals, who want quality, but also
pay attention to the price.

Functional technology at a favourable
price. Users also benefit from the know-
how of the market leader in brake mainte-
nance.

Our current tip for the PremiumLine: S 15

The S 15 is an all-rounder in terms of its capacity designed for
daily usage, easily refilling justifies economical handling. Tank
capacity: 19 litres. This is of course also a device particularly well
suited for ABS.

Our current tip for the BusinessLine: S 20 DUO
The ROMESS S 20 DUO is an easy demountable brake mainte-
nance device for canisters of up to 20 litres. This allows comforta-
ble servicing of hydraulic brake systems. The S 20 DUO version is
provided with a pre-drainage system, whereas the S 20 is without
pre-drainage.

Our current tip for the EcoLine: SE 8 B
The SE 8 B is the first ROMESS brake maintenance device in modu-
lar design. This brings significant cost advantages in shipping, becau-
se the device can be extremely compactly packaged. The customer
receives three modules and the device can be built together very
quickly. SE 8 B can be used with canisters of up to 20 litres.

Workshop specialists
have been waiting a

long time for this diagnostic helper: The ultrasonic leak detector 20128 USM,
which is based on the proven technology of its predecessor, USM 2015,
which is in great demand. They track very reliably and comfortably even the
smallest leaks in piping systems such as air conditioners, accurately and
quickly. Air, steam and gas leakage with cross sections of up to 0.1 millime-
ters can easily be located. This device is delivered - in the usual ROMESS
way - in a versatile case and with headphones.

A helpful seeking aid:

The Distronic adjustment device of the latest gene-
ration is also available with reflector.
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Gathering of the professionals
Hall 8, E 50

We're back every two years: The
specialists meet in Frankfurt am
Main. And once again the ROMESS
team is back. 
This year, with a new, larger booth in
the middle of the hall 8 the stand is
now open on two sides, in contrast to
previously, so that a strong number
of visitors, such as we know from
previous years, can be managed
more comfortable. 
By ROMESS there is usually always
a lot of interesting and especially
new equipment to see. Also this year

we will surprise the experts with
some trade fair novelties. 
"We look forward to meeting famili-

ar business friends and customers
who visit our booth Hall 8, E 50,
"says CEO Werner Rogg ROMESS.
"We especially want to reach our
international clients in Frankfurt."
This leading trade fair is of course
also important in order to establish
new contacts in the global market. It
is fact that experts in the workshop
industry from all countries meet in
Frankfurt from 16 to 20 September.
Around 4,500 exhibitors from over

70 countries are represented at the
Automechanika, and trade visitors
from over 170 nations are registe-
red. 
Outstanding is the high rate of deci-

sion-makers who visit this fair. This
is evidenced by a study of the Trade
Fair 2012 by the organizer.
According to them, about 40 percent
of the guests visited especially to
see what was new. About 35 percent
seek new initiate business relations.
Werner Rogg: "This means that
these visitors come to the right
place!"

Werner Rogg (below) and
his team hope for worthy
discussions and interna-
tional contacts.

Bilder (3): Messe Frankfurt

Hall 8, E 50
16.-20.9.2014


